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Institut Edeline
Helping Haiti One Child at a Time

Summer
Performers

Medical Physicals completed
on the students
This past May, we travelled with a group of volunteers to
Haiti to conduct the first ever, comprehensive physicals
on all of the students at Institut Edeline. Most children in
Haiti only see a doctor in dire situations so the
preventative measure was very new to them. We are
proud to say all 135 students were evaluated.
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“Institut Edeline
is a beacon of
light for both the
students and the
community”
- Dr. Don Thomas

Hurricane
Matthew
devastates parts
of Haiti
Institut Edeline
survives!

Alice Cash, our summer
intern, stayed in Haiti for a
month this summer, teaching
Performing Arts to the
students at Institut Edeline.
Alice is a Graduate student at
The New School for Drama,
where she studies Directing.
Her experiences in Haiti were
beyond her expectations.
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For more info on how you
can get involved with Project
Edeline in Haiti, go to
www.projectedeline.com
Van Sundt, our youngest
ambassador and soccer
enthusiast, made some new
and lasting friendships.
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We have some healthy students!
“The good news is the students at Institut Edeline are not

only healthy, but more important they are loved and have a
safe place they call home - Institut Edeline. It is a beacon of
light, for both the students and the entire community”
- Dr. Thomas overall assessment of the students

Dr. Don Thomas and nurse Amy Douglas
along with 2 Haitian doctors conducted 135
physical exams getting baseline medical
information for years to come.
Social Work Graduate students: Courtney
Hoffman and Jessica Ramirez assessed
developmental milestones of the students and
conducted a needs assessment questionnaire,
giving us valuable recommendations on keeping
the community healthy and interactive.
Kathliene and Aeriel Sundt conducted physical
and gross mobility screenings of the students as
well as a needs assessment questionnaire, while
Van Sundt joined the Institut Edeline soccer
team, bringing a new energy to the school.
Kaila Aguerre and Steph Hoffman conducted
gross mobility and physical assessments of all
the children, identifying a few issues to be
addressed over the next few months.
Brian Biery and Byron Shewman, along with
several Haitian interpreters, sat with every
student, and conducted a needs assessment
questionnaire, giving us much needed
information about the student’s home life.
Photos by Brian Biery
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Caleb Aero and Mika Read painted beautiful
educational murals at the school with the students
Aerosol artists, Caleb Aero and Mika Read brought
their talents to Institut Edeline and included all the
students. The children showed great potential as aspiring
artists as they enthusiastically painted the backdrop for
the mural. Caleb is known for introducing his peaceful
and educational art into a variety of communities,
bringing people together. Three beautiful murals have
been added to our school, which will be part of the
student’s curriculum in the future.

“Never before has my
audience been so
entranced, as this young
group of students”
- Caleb
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Performing Arts come to our school in Haiti
Alice Cash, Director and Intern at Institut Edeline
Alice is currently attending The New School for
Drama getting her Masters in Directing. She
had the privilege of spending a month this June
at Institut Edeline, teaching Performing Arts to
the students. Every day was filled with a
different adventure with each classroom having
great enthusiasm to learn more about theatre.

The Performers
Numerous different Haitian folk tales were recited,
rehearsed and performed on stage at Institut
Edeline. Some of the students were very shy to
speak at first, but the gregarious, yet patient
personality of Alice Cash brought them all to the
stage with a performers’ edge.

The Magic Orange Tree
Famous Haitian folk tale; The Magic Orange Tree is about a
young girl who eats an orange from the table of her stepmother,
and plants the seed at the grave of her mother. The girl then
sings a song and the orange tree grows, allowing the girl to
have food for the rest of her life. Discussions ensued about
the students own experiences in their community and what it
might mean to plant this orange seed.

Alice visits the community
In addition to her time spent at Institut Edeline, Alice
visited three of our student’s homes to see what their
lives were like outside of the school. Each of the homes
she visited only had one bed with many family members
to share it. Alice was fortunate to stay with Edeline’s
childhood friend and participated in their daily lives, a
young Director’s dream.
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Hurricane Matthew hits Haiti
October 2016
One of the deadliest hurricanes in 12 years,
Hurricane Matthew, a category 5 Atlantic
hurricane, made landfall on Haiti, Oct 4, 2016. It
left behind widespread destruction and
catastrophic loss in Haiti, the Dominican
Republic, Cuba and the southwest United States.
Over 1000 lives were lost, with massive
destruction in parts of Jeremie and Les Cayes,
making it the deadliest Atlantic hurricane since
2005 with the threat of Cholera still to come.
Throughout the devastating winds and rain, Institut Edeline stood strong and
proud, it’s reinforced rebar withstanding Matthew’s destruction. We are forever grateful
to the Oliver McMillan group for their expertise and fortitude in building such a strong
and sound school building and perimeter wall, ensuring the students and staff at Institut
Edeline were all safe. Thank you again Dene and Elizabeth Oliver and everyone at
Oliver McMillan group.
Thanks to all of you at Team Edeline, your thoughtful and generous support has
been sent to Haiti to ensure that the water is safe to drink and that any outbreaks of
Cholera with our children and teachers will be treated. We are forever grateful!
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Project Edeline

established in 2012

Mission: Help Haiti one child at a

time by providing a safe and
enriching academic environment to
the community of Beudet, Haiti
Thank You Fitzgerald family and
Wendfeldt family for hosting our spring
fundraiser and helping us accomplish our
Matching Contribution goals. We are so
grateful for your support and
involvement !

Sponsor A Student
$300 / year
covers the cost of tuition, uniforms,
books, school supplies and 2 meals a day

Feed the Classroom
$5000 / year
feeds an entire classroom
for one year

Sponsor a Teacher
$1000 / year
covers one teacher’s salary
and 2 meals a day

$50 / year

covers the cost of
medications and vitamins

Make a difference in the lives of these
young children and change their path forever

Help us Help Haiti one child at a time
www.projectedeline.com
858 454-5545

Institut Edeline stands proud
Institut Edeline has a morning ritual, which
includes a flag ceremony, welcoming any
guests, and expressing their sincere gratitude
for all they have been given. Different
students speak each morning, working on
their public speaking and communication
skills.

We want to learn
We have learned so much from these
children and continue to be amazed at the
level of focus the students have. They truly
want to learn and their parents are so
proud of their accomplishments.

Simon says…
Van Sundt discovered that all the children
were mimicking him, so he turned “Simon
Says” into “Van Says.” The students loved
the game and it went on for close to an
hour. Poor Van was dripping with sweat
and running out of gestures for the kids to
mimic. Thank you Van for your energetic
leadership.

Heights and Weights
Growth progression will be important to
follow in Haiti since malnutrition is so
prevalent. Here Kaila Aguerre takes
precise measurements of each student.

Our Fearless Leader
Monde Saintil, Principal of Institut Edeline has been with the school
since its inception. He is also Edeline’s cousin who helped rescue her
during the earthquake. He helped with her safe passage from the navy
hospital ship floating in Port-au-Prince to our arms in the U.S. Monde
has been a teacher for twenty years and Principal for the last four years
at Institut Edeline. He is a guardian, mentor, positive role model and
warrior. The students are so fortunate to have him, as are we.

Courtney Hoffman and her new friends

Jessica Ramirez assessing
developmental milestones

Kaila Aguerre, always making time
to nurture and play

Kathliene Sundt, captures a few hearts
The amazing teachers at Institut Edeline

